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Studio Primo per Clarinetto and Rhapsody for Clarinet 
(c.F. Peters); Bits and Pieces for Solo Clarinet and 
Character Pieces (Octogram Press); Three Pieces for 
Clarinet Solo (International Music company); 
Abîme des oiseaux (Durand); Folk Songs for solo B-flat 
clarinet (cirrus Music); Capriccio for solo clarinet in 
A (Schott); Five Pieces for Clarinet alone (universal 
Edition); Theme and Absurdities for Solo Clarinet in 
B-flat (Peer Music)
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Bits and Pieces was commissioned by, and is dedicated to, clarinetist Paul Petrucelly. the entire 
clarinet is never used, but rather the movements are for parts of the clarinet: Mouthpiece/Barrel, 
Mouthpiece/lower Joint/Bell, all but Mouthpiece, Mouthpiece/Barrel/upper Joint, upper Joint/
lower Joint/Bell. the full range of colors available on the clarinet is exploited to get a wide palette 
of sounds and expressions. Inspirations come from youtube videos of carrot clarinets and hose 
clarinets, the music of Eric Mandat and adolph Schreiner, and navajo flute music. the score is 
available for free on my website, www.osbornmusic.com

Written in 1918, Igor Stravinsky’s (1882-1971) Three Pieces for Clarinet Solo is a staple of the clarinet 
repertoire and the earliest significant concert work for unaccompanied clarinet, unlike etudes and 
studies. after the outbreak of World War I, Stravinsky, like many Europeans, was struggling financially. 
He turned to Swiss philanthropist, and amateur clarinetist, Werner reinhardt for financial assistance 
while writing Histoire du soldat (the Soldier’s tale). In gratitude, Stravinsky arranged a suite from 
Histoire for clarinet, violin, and piano, as well as composing the Three Pieces for him. the first movement 
is entirely in the clarinet’s low register, and is piano throughout. the second movement is an early 
example of music composed without barlines. It has two contrasting sections, followed by a repeat of 
the first. the last movement (for B-flat clarinet, the other two for a) is a fast romp on jazzy inflections 
and rhythms. Of the final gesture of the pieces, Stravinsky said the clarinetist should hold the fermata 
so long that the audience thinks it is the final note, then surprise them with the last two quick notes.

a quick word about the rhythm in the second movement. at the beginning of the movement, 
Stravinsky provides us with a rhythmic key to playing the complex rhythms correctly. 

t H I S  c D  I S  a  S H O r t  t O u r  O F  S O M E  O F  t H E  M O S t  I M P O r t a n t  W O r k S  I n 
t H E  D E v E l O P M E n t  O F  t H E  c l a r I n E t  a S  a  S t a n D - a l O n E  I n S t r u M E n t, 
along with two of my recent compositions that try to build upon the works that came before. the 
Donizetti Studio is a nod to the time when nearly all solo works for single-line instruments were 
study pieces, such as the Bach Partitas and Paganini Capricci. the first significant non-study work for 
solo clarinet was Stravinsky’s Three Pieces, and throughout the 20th century many works were written 
for the clarinet alone, exploiting it’s giant dynamic range, wide color palette, and large pitch range. 

Beginning with William O. Smith in the middle of the century, composers and clarinetists began  
to be more comfortable writing for odder sounds like flutter tongue and portamento (sliding,  
sometimes called glissando), and also to discover new sounds for the clarinet. all of these sounds 
were later called “extended techniques,” and include multi-phonics (more than one pitch at a time), 
quarter-tones and micro-tones, key and finger slaps (pitched and otherwise), singing while playing, 
slap tongue, muted tongue, non-standard fingerings for non-standard tone, extreme high notes,  
circular breathing, and playing the clarinet in unusual ways (like a flute or trumpet, for example). 
this cD uses all of the above “extended techniques,” which is a term that I really think needs to  
be retired: slap tongue is no more an extended technique than pizzicato, and clarinetists today  
cannot afford to neglect the study of these sounds in their training.

Following on these experimentations, Smith and people like Eric Mandat have gone even further, 
often adding extra equipment, piping, or other material to the clarinet; or playing more than one  
clarinet at a time; or as I’ve done here, playing only parts of the clarinet. Other people have taken  
to making clarinets out of other materials like hoses, and even vegetables! Just when you think  
everything has been tried, someone does something new. let us hope that continues…

though known primarily as an opera composer, Gaetano Donizetti (1797-1848) wrote many works 
for instruments, including a concertino for clarinet and Orchestra, 19 string quartets, 16 symphonies, 
and Studio Primo per Clarinetto. Written for his friend Begnigni in 1821, the designation “studio 
primo” indicates the existence of more studies. unfortunately, any that may have existed are lost. It 
is a lively piece, marked allegro, in the written key of c major (sounding B-flat), with alternating 
technical and lyrical passages.



novelty’s sake. Here was a wide-ranging palette in service to the music! the composer says of Folk 
Songs: “During the final year of my doctorate at the Eastman School of Music, I had been listening 
to a lot of different folk music recordings from non-Western cultures, and I was fascinated by the  
intricate intonations, the richness of timbres, and the subtle rhythmic variations which propelled the 
melodic cells in the music I heard. through improvising and experimenting, I worked to create 
sound worlds evocative of this inspirational experience. Each of the five movements of Folk Songs 
uses a specific set of extended performance techniques to suggest a particular folk-like character, 
blended with my own predilection for jazz rhythms and for pitch structures common in the early 
20th century post-tonal Western art music.”

american composer Willson Osborne (1906-1979, no relation) is little known today outside of his 
Rhapsody for Bassoon, here transcribed (and transposed up a whole-step) for clarinet by the com-
poser. Written in 1952, the piece is largely in Phrygian mode. It was first heard with Philadelphia 
Orchestra principal bassoonist Sol Schoenbach in a taped broadcast on Wync in February of 1952. 
Heavily marked with colorful Italian words like “slentando,” “esitazione,” and “retrospettivamente,” 
the Rhapsody is a beautiful and lyrical addition to the solo clarinet repertoire, as well as being an 
excellent piece for students.

Swiss composer Heinrich Sutermeister (1910-1995) is primarily known as a composer of operas for 
the stage, television, and radio. composed in 1947 as a required piece for the Geneva International 
Music competition, the Capriccio for solo clarinet in A is an inventive and lively rondo with contrasting 
sections that become intertwined in the coda. there are many juxtaposed contrasting moods, such as 
con eleganza (with elegance) immediately followed by ruvido (rude), slow singing sections, fast notes 
(128th notes!), and extreme dynamics from pppp to fff.

William O. “Bill” Smith (b. 1926) is the clarinet’s Paganini. He pioneered more non-standard sounds 
and “extended techniques” than anyone else, providing a foundation upon which composer/clarinetists 
like Eric Mandat and myself could build and expand. though Five Pieces for Clarinet alone uses only 
a few of these sounds, it is a very cool piece! In some ways like Bach’s ’cello Suites, the Five Pieces 

this gives us lots of information, but I’m concerned with the fact that in this movement, there are 
three sixteenth-notes for every eighth-note. using this as a guide, if you were to meter the passage 
below, it would be two 5/16 measures followed by a 7/16 measure. 

It is quite common to perform this passage as if it were two 2/8 measures followed by 3/8, which  
contradicts Stravinsky’s notation. He grew to believe notation was a precise science, not an art, and  
to write meticulous notation. He is very precise in this piece, but I am not certain that he had 
arrived at his full precision with notation yet. For that reason, I do not say that mine is the only  
correct interpretation, but rather a valid one.

By now, it is a well-known story of how the bird-obsessed, extremely devout catholic Olivier 
Messiaen (1908-1992) composed and premiered Quatour pour la Fin du Temps (the Quartet for the 
End of time) in a nazi prisoner of war camp in 1940 and 1941. What isn’t much known is a story 
that was related to me by my theory teacher at the Interlochen arts academy: Messiaen was fleeing 
through the woods where he was captured by some German soldiers. upon examining his backpack 
full of Bach scores, they decided not to shoot him on the spot, but take him prisoner. they figured 
anyone carrying around that much German music couldn’t be all bad. Messiaen pushes the clarinet 
to its limits in speed, long notes, slow passages, dynamic contrasts and most of all: endurance. Of 
the Quatour’s third movement, Abîme des oiseaux (abyss of the birds), he writes: “the abyss is time 
with its sadness, its weariness. the birds are the opposite to time; they are our desire for light, for 
stars, for rainbows, and for jubilant songs.” Of the iconic note — the long F-sharp — Messian has 
said: “Start from nothing, and blow until the bell falls off!”

I had the incredible good fortune to be at the final doctoral recital of Eric Mandat (b. 1957) in 1986 
where he premiered Folk Songs. a fellow student, I was completely blown away — I had never heard 
many of these sounds from the clarinet before, and any similar sounds I’d heard had all been for 



exploit the clarinet’s ability to play quick dynamic and range changes to give the illusion of two or 
three voices playing at the same time. the third movement is even a four-voice fugue. using twelve-
tone technique and pitch sets for harmony, the rhythms are quite jazzy — possibly an influence from 
his second career as a jazz clarinetist, playing with the likes of Dave Brubeck and others. For this 
recording, I performed for the composer in order to gain more insight into proper interpretation. 

composer and clarinetist Derek Bermel (b. 1967) draws from a rich variety of musical genres, including 
classical, jazz, pop, rock, blues, folk, and gospel for his compositions. He has also traveled to Israel, 
Bulgaria, Brazil, and Ghana to study. Theme and Absurdities is a humorous set of variations that 
exploits much of the clarinet’s wide palette, including the widest range of pitches of any composition 
on this disc. rambling, bi-polar, increasingly chaotic variations, some containing musical quotes, 
lead to the grandest of all endings.

Character Pieces was written in 2004, and consists of five musical portraits of musicians who were 
important to me in the late 1990s. Some aspects of their personalities, playing styles, and/or compo-
sitional styles are hinted at in the character of the music of each movement. the individuals are also 
acknowledged in the title of each movement, which consists of their initials. I will neither confirm 
nor deny who these people are, except to say that they know who they are. the first movement is 
brash and fast and loud and extreme, the second movement is a quiet set of variations exploiting 
many colors on the clarinet, including several heard elsewhere on this disc, plus pitched finger slaps. 
the third movement is all the same pitch with as many different colors and dynamics as the clarinet 
is capable of. the fourth includes a few gestures and sounds to be acted out by the performer as  
well, while the fifth is a jazz/swing/serial piece. this score is also available for free on my website, 
www.osbornmusic.com

—Sean Osborn

Other recordings by  
Sean Osborn available on  
albany records include:

32 Etudes for 
clarinet by 
cyrille rose 
(trOy927)

american Spirit 
(trOy619)

Sean Osborn 
Plays Mozart 
(trOy1033)

Sean Osborn (b. 1966) has traveled the world as 
soloist and chamber musician, and during his 11 years 
with the Metropolitan Opera Orchestra. He has also 
appeared as guest principal clarinet with the new 
york Philharmonic, Pittsburgh Symphony, Seattle 
Symphony, and the american Symphony Orchestra. 
the New York Times dubbed him “...an excellent 
clarinetist,” the Boston Globe called him “...a miracle,” 
and Gramophone ”...a master.” With more than 40 
concertos in his repertoire, Sean has also recorded 
dozens of cDs for london, Deutsche Grammophon, 
Sony, crI, and others, as well as premiering works 
by John adams, John corigliano, chen yi, and Phillip 
Glass to name a few. Sean has performed at many 
festivals including Marlboro, Seattle chamber Music, 
aspen, Zagreb Bienalle, Pacific rims, and colorado. 
He is also an award-winning composer whose works 
have been played by the london Philharmonic 
Orchestra, and members of the new york Philharmonic, 
Metropolitan Opera, Marlboro Music Festival, and 
the los angeles Philharmonic among others. visit 
him on-line at www.osbornmusic.com 

Sean plays Selmer Paris Signature clarinets,  
an H3 mouthpiece by Dan Johnston, a Mitchell 
lurie ligature with cork, and self-made reeds.
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   Gaetano Donizetti
 1  Studio Primo per Clarinetto (1821) [4:35]

   Sean Osborn
   Bits and Pieces for Solo Clarinet (2011)
 2 i. Fanfare, but your heart not in it: Free-ish [1:38]
 3 ii.  Jungle beat: Moderately Fast [2:33]
 4 iii. Free-ish: andante [1:28]
 5 iV. Moderate [2:00]
 6 V. lament: Freely Slow [2:46]

   Igor Stravinsky
   Three Pieces for Clarinet Solo (1918)
 7 i. Sempre piano e molto tranquillo [1:42]
 8 ii. e =168 [1:03]
 9 iii. e =160 forte from beginning to end [1:16]

   Olivier Messiaen
 10  Abîme des oiseaux (1940-1) [7:35]

   Eric Mandat
   Folk Songs for solo B-flat clarinet (1986)
 11 i. Spirited; as if from a distant appalachian hill [2:07]
 12 ii. Heavily, with a fuzzy, unfocused, breathy tone [1:28]
 13 iii. expansive; as if hurtling through space [4:21]
 14 iV. With devotion, like a prayer [2:31]
 15 V. like a Flamenco dancer with St. Vitus Dance [2:30]

   Heinrich Sutermeister
 16  Capriccio for solo clarinet in A (1946) [5:47]

   Willson Osborne
 17  Rhapsody for Clarinet (1952) [4:44]

   William O. Smith
   Five Pieces for Clarinet alone (1959)
 18 i. Vigorous [1:24]
 19 ii. Flowing [0:48]
 20 iii. rhythmic [1:05]
 21 iV. Singing [2:14]
 22 V. Spirited [1:05]

   Derek Bermel
 23  Theme and Absurdities
   for Solo Clarinet in B-flat (1993) [4:15]

   Sean Osborn
   Character Pieces (2004)
 24 i. JMn - With cockiness [1:58]
 25 ii. eM -  Molto espressivo [3:24]
 26 iii. Me - Flamboyantly [2:28]
 27 iV. rM - With Duplicity [1:34]
 28 V. FS - Freely - Fast Swing [1:51]

   total time = 77:46

S e a n  O S b O r n ,  c l a r i n e t


